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Abstract
Large volumes of video are continuously recorded by cameras deployed for traffic control and surveillance with the goal of answering “after the fact” queries such as: identify video frames with objects of certain classes (cars, bags) from many days of recorded video. Current systems for processing such queries on large video datasets incur either high cost at video ingest time or high latency at query time. We present Focus, a system providing both low-cost and low-latency querying on large video datasets. Focus’ architecture flexibly and effectively divides the query processing work between ingest time and query time. At ingest time (on live videos), Focus uses cheap convolutional network classifiers (CNNs) to construct an approximate index of all possible object classes in each frame (to handle queries for any class in the future). At query time, Focus leverages this approximate index to provide low latency, but compensates for the lower accuracy of the cheap CNNs through the judicious use of an expensive CNN. Experiments on commercial video streams show that Focus is 48× (up to 92×) cheaper than using expensive CNNs for ingestion, and provides 125× (up to 607×) lower query latency than a state-of-the-art system.

1. Introduction
Cameras are ubiquitous, with millions of them deployed by public and private entities at traffic intersections, enterprise offices, and retail stores. Videos from these cameras are continuously recorded [24], with the main purpose of answering “after-the-fact” queries such as: identify video frames with objects of certain classes (like cars or bags) from many days of recorded video. Because the results from these video analytics queries may be needed quickly in many use cases, achieving low latency is crucial. Advances in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) backed by copious training data and hardware accelerators (e.g., GPUs [12]) have led to highly accurate results in tasks like object detection and classification of images. For instance, the ResNet152 classifier CNN [45], winner of the ImageNet challenge 2015 [73], surpasses human-level performance in classifying 1,000 object classes on a public image dataset that has labeled ground truths [44].

Despite the accuracy of image classifier CNNs (like ResNet152) and object detectors (like YOLOv2 [68]), using them for video analytics queries is both expensive and slow. For example, even after using various motion detection techniques to filter out frames with no moving objects, using an object detector such as YOLOv2 [68] to identify frames with a given class (e.g., ambulance) on a month-long traffic video requires ≈ 190 hours on a high-end GPU (NVIDIA P100 [12]) and costs over $380 in the Azure cloud (Standard_NC6s_v2 instances). To achieve a query latency of say one minute on 190 GPU hours of work would require tens of thousands of GPUs detecting objects in the video frames in parallel, which is two to three orders of magnitude more than what is typically provisioned (few tens or hundreds of GPUs) by traffic jurisdictions or retail stores. Recent work like NoScope [51] has significantly improved the filtering of frames by using techniques like lightweight binary classifiers for the queried class (e.g., ambulance) before running heavy CNNs. However, the latencies are still long, e.g., it takes 5 hours to query a month-long video on a GPU, in our evaluations. Moreover, videos from many cameras often need to be queried, which increases the latency and the GPU requirements even more.

The objective of our work is to enable low-latency and low-cost querying over large historical video datasets.

A natural approach to enable low latency queries is doing most of the work at ingest-time, i.e., on the live video that is being captured. If object detection, using say YOLO, were performed on frames at ingest-time, queries for specific classes (e.g., ambulance) would involve only a simple index lookup to find video frames with the queried object class. There are, however, two main shortcomings with this approach. First, most of the ingest-time work may be wasteful because typically only a small fraction of recorded frames ever get queried [16], e.g., only after an incident that needs investigation. Second, filtering techniques that use binary classifiers (as in NoScope [51]) are ineffective at ingest-time because any of a number of object classes could be queried later and running even lightweight binary classifiers for many classes can be prohibitively expensive.

Objectives & Techniques. We present Focus, a system to support low-latency, low-cost queries on large video datasets. To address the above challenges and shortcomings, Focus has the following goals: (a) provide low-cost indexing of multiple object classes in the video at ingest-time, (b) achieve high accuracy and low latency for queries, and (c) enable trade-offs between the cost at
Ingest-time and the latency at query-time. Focus takes as inputs from the user a ground-truth CNN (or “GT-CNN”, e.g., YOLO) and the desired accuracy of results that Focus needs to achieve relative to the GT-CNN. With these inputs, Focus uses three key techniques to achieve the above goals: (1) an approximate indexing scheme at ingest-time using cheap CNNs, (2) redundancy elimination by clustering similar objects, and (3) a tunable mechanism for judiciously trading off ingest cost and query latency.

1) Approximate indexing using a cheap ingest CNN. To make video ingestion cheap, Focus uses compressed and specialized versions of the GT-CNN that have fewer convolutional layers [78], use smaller image sizes, and are trained to recognize the classes specific to each video stream. The cheap ingest CNNs, however, are less accurate than the expensive GT-CNN, both in terms of recall and precision. We define recall as the fraction of frames in the video that contain objects of the queried class that were actually returned in the query’s results. Precision, on the other hand, is the fraction of frames in the query’s results that contain objects of the queried class.

Using a cheap CNN to filter frames upfront risks incorrectly eliminating frames. To overcome this potential loss in recall, Focus relies on an empirical observation: while the top (i.e., most confident) classification results of the cheap CNNs and expensive GT-CNN often do not match, the top result of the expensive CNN often falls within the top-K most confident results of the cheap CNN. Therefore, at ingest-time, Focus indexes each frame with the “top-K” results of the cheap CNN, instead of just the top result. To increase precision, at query-time, after filtering frames using the top-K index, we apply the GT-CNN and return only frames that actually contains the queried object class.

2) Redundancy elimination via clustering. To reduce the query-time latency of using the expensive GT-CNN, Focus relies on the significant similarity between objects in videos. For example, a car moving across a camera will look very similar in consecutive frames. Focus leverages this similarity by clustering the objects at ingest-time. We classify only the cluster centroids with the GT-CNN at query-time, and assign the same class to all objects in the cluster. This considerably reduces query latency. Clustering, in fact, identifies redundant objects even across non-contiguous and temporally-distant frames.

3) Trading off ingest cost vs. query latency. Focus intelligently chooses its parameters (including \( K \) and the cheap ingest-time CNN) to meet user-specified targets on precision and recall. Among the parameter choices that meet the accuracy targets, it allows the user to trade off between ingest cost and query latency. For example, using a cheaper ingest CNN reduces the ingest cost but increases the query latency as Focus needs to use a larger \( K \) for the top-K index to achieve the accuracy targets. Focus automatically identifies the “sweet spot” in parameters, which sharply improves one of ingest cost or query latency for a small worsening of the other. It also allows for policies to balance the two, depending on the fraction of videos the application expects to get queried.

In summary, Focus’ ingest-time and query-time operations are as follows. At ingest-time, Focus classifies the detected objects using a cheap CNN, clusters similar objects, and indexes each cluster centroid using the top-K most confident classification results, where \( K \) is auto-selected based on the user-specified precision, recall, and cost/latency trade-off point. At query-time, Focus looks up the ingest index for cluster centroids that match the class \( X \) requested by the user and classifies them using the GT-CNN. Finally, Focus returns all objects from the clusters that are classified as class \( X \) to the user.

Evaluation Highlights. We build Focus and evaluate it on fourteen 12-hour videos from three domains – traffic cameras, surveillance cameras, and news. We compare against two baselines: “Ingest-heavy”, which uses the heavy GT-CNN for ingest, and “NoScope”, a recent state-of-the-art video querying system [51]. We use YOLOv2 [68] as the GT-CNN. On average, across all the videos, Focus is \( 48 \times \) (up to \( 92 \times \)) cheaper than Ingest-heavy and \( 125 \times \) (up to \( 607 \times \)) faster than NoScope, all the while achieving \( \geq 99\% \) precision and recall. In other words, the latency to query a month-long video drops from 5 hours to only 2.4 minutes, at an ingest cost of \$8/month/stream. Figure 1 also shows representative results with different trade-off alternatives for a surveillance video.
Contributions: Our contributions are as follows.

- We present a new architecture for low-cost and low-latency querying over large video datasets, based on a principled split of ingest and query functionalities.
- We propose techniques for efficient indexing of multiple object classes: we create a top-K index at ingest time for high recall, while ensuring high precision by judiciously using expensive CNNs at query time.
- We show new policies that trade off between ingest cost and query latency: our system is significantly cheaper than an ingest-heavy design and significantly faster than query-optimized techniques like NoScope.

2. Background and Motivation

We first provide a brief overview of convolutional Neural Networks, the state-of-the-art approach to detecting and classifying objects in images (§2.1). We then discuss new observations we make about real-world videos, which motivate the design of our techniques (§2.2).

2.1. Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are the state-of-the-art method for many computer vision tasks such as object detection and classification (e.g., [45, 53, 59, 68, 84]).

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of a representative image classification CNN. Broadly, CNNs consist of different types of layers including convolutional layers, pooling layers, and fully-connected layers. The output from the final layer of a classification CNN is the probability of all object classes (e.g., dog, flower, car), and the class with the highest probability is the predicted class for the object in the input image.

![Figure 2: Architecture of an image classification CNN.](image)

The output of the penultimate (i.e., previous-to-last) layer can be considered as “representative features” of the input image [53]. The features are a real-valued vector, with lengths between 512 and 4096 in state-of-the-art classifier CNNs (e.g., [45, 53, 75, 84]). It has been shown that images with similar feature vectors (i.e., small Euclidean distances) are visually similar [24, 53]. Thus, the distance between feature vectors is a standard metric to measure similarity of images in many applications, such as face recognition (e.g., [47]) and image retrieval (e.g., [23, 24, 67]).

Because inference using state-of-the-art CNNs is computationally expensive (and slow), two main techniques have been developed to reduce the cost of inference. First, compression is a set of techniques that can dramatically reduce the cost of inference at the expense of accuracy.

Such techniques include removing some expensive convolutional layers [78], matrix pruning [34, 42], reducing input image resolution [68], and others [48, 71]. For example, ResNet18, which is a ResNet152 variant with only 18 layers, is 8× cheaper. Likewise, Tiny YOLO [68], a shallower variant of the YOLO object detector, is 5× cheaper than YOLOv2. However, the tradeoff is that compressed CNNs are usually less accurate than the original CNNs.

The second technique is CNN specialization [43], where the CNNs are trained on a subset of a dataset specific to a particular context (such as a video stream). Specialization simplifies the task of a CNN because specialized CNNs only need to consider a particular context. For example, differentiating object classes in any possible video is much more difficult than doing so in a traffic video, which is likely to contain far fewer object classes (e.g., cars, bicycles, pedestrians). As a result, specialized CNNs can be more accurate and smaller at the expense of generality. Leveraging compressed and specialized CNNs is a key facet of our solution (see §4).

2.2. Characterizing Real-world Videos

We aim to support queries of the form: find all frames in the video that contain objects of class X. We identify some key characteristics of real-world videos towards supporting these queries: (i) large portions of videos can be excluded (§2.2.1), (ii) only a limited set of object classes occur in each video (§2.2.2), and (iii) objects of the same class have similar feature vectors (§2.2.3). The design of Focus is based on these characteristics.

We analyze six 12-hour videos from three domains: traffic cameras, surveillance cameras, and news channels (§6.1 provides the details.) In this paper, we use results from YOLOv2 [68], trained to classify 80 object classes based on the COCO [60] dataset, as the ground truth.

2.2.1. Excluding large portions of videos. We find considerable potential to avoid processing large portions of videos at query-time. Not all the frames in a video are relevant to a query because each query looks only for a specific class of objects. In our video sets, an object class occurs in only 0.16% of the frames on average, and even the most frequent object classes occur in no more than 26% – 78% of the frames. This is because while there are usually some dominant classes (e.g., cars in a traffic camera, people in a news channel), most other classes are rare. Overall, the above data suggests considerable potential to speed up query latencies by indexing frames using the object classes. Also, in our experience, a system for querying videos is more useful for less frequent classes:
querying for “ambulance” in a traffic video is more interesting than querying for something commonplace like “car”.

2.2.2. Limited set of object classes in each video. Most video streams have a limited set of objects because each video has its own context (e.g., traffic cameras can have automobiles, pedestrians or bikes, but not airplanes).

Figure 3: CDF of frequency of object classes. The x-axis is the fraction of classes out of the 80 classes recognized by the COCO [60] dataset (truncated to 12%).

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the frequency of object classes in our videos (as classified by YOLOv2). We make two observations. First, 2% – 10% of the most frequent object classes cover ≥ 95% of the objects in all video streams. In fact, for some videos like Auburn and Jackson Hole we find that only 11% – 19% object classes occur in the entire video. Thus, for each video stream, if we can automatically determine its most frequent object classes, we can train efficient CNNs specialized for these classes. Second, a closer analysis reveals that there is little overlap between the object classes among different videos. On average, the Jaccard index [85] (i.e., intersection over union) between the videos based on their object classes is only 0.46. This implies that we need to specialize CNNs for each video stream separately to achieve the most benefits.

2.2.3. Feature vectors for finding duplicate objects. Objects moving in the video often stay in the frame for several seconds; for example, a pedestrian might take 15 seconds to cross a street. Instead of classifying each instance of the same object across the frames, we would like inexpensively find duplicate objects and only classify one of them using a CNN (and apply the same label to all duplicates). Thus, given n duplicate objects, we would like only one CNN classification operation instead of n.

Comparing pixel values across frames is an obvious technique to identify duplicate objects, however, this technique turns out to be highly sensitive to even small changes in the camera’s view of an object. Instead, feature vectors extracted from the CNNs (§2.1) are more robust because they are specifically trained to extract visual features for classification. We verify the robustness of feature vectors using the following analysis. In each video, for each object i, we find its nearest neighbor j using feature vectors from a cheap CNN (ResNet18) and compute the fraction of object pairs that belong to the same class. This fraction is over 99% in each of our videos, which shows the promise of using feature vectors from cheap CNNs to identify duplicate objects even across frames that are not temporally contiguous.

3. Overview of Focus

The goal of Focus is to index live video streams by the object classes occurring in them and enable answering “after-the-fact” queries later on the stored videos of the form: find all frames that contain objects of class X. Optionally, the query can be restricted to a subset of cameras and a time range. Such a query formulation is the basis for many widespread applications and could be used either on its own (such as for detecting all cars or bicycles in the video) or used as a basis for further processing (e.g., finding all collisions between cars and bicycles).

System Configuration. Focus is designed to work with a wide variety of current and future CNNs. The user (system administrator) provides a ground-truth CNN (GT-CNN), which serves as the accuracy baseline for Focus, but is far too costly to run on every video frame. Through a sequence of techniques, Focus provides results of nearly-comparable accuracy but at greatly reduced cost. In this paper, we use YOLOv2 [68] as the default GT-CNN.

Because different applications require different accuracies, Focus permits the user to specify the accuracy target, while providing reasonable defaults. The accuracy target is specified in terms of precision, i.e., fraction of frames output by the query that actually contain an object of class X according to GT-CNN, and recall, i.e., fraction of frames that contain objects of class X according to GT-CNN that were actually returned by the query.

Architecture: Figure 4 overview the Focus design.

- At ingest-time (left part of Figure 4), Focus classifies objects in the incoming video frames and extracts their feature vectors. For its ingest, Focus uses highly compressed and specialized alternatives of the GT-CNN model (IT1 in Figure 4). Focus then clusters objects based on their feature vectors (IT2) and assigns to each cluster the top K most likely classes these objects belong to (based on classification confidence of the ingest CNN) (IT3). It creates a top-K index, which maps each class to the set of object clusters (IT4). The top-K index is the output of Focus’ ingest-time processing of videos.

- At query-time (right part of Figure 4), when the user queries for a certain class X (QT1), Focus retrieves the matching clusters from the top-K index (QT2), runs the centroids of the clusters through GT-CNN (QT3), and returns all frames from the clusters whose centroids were classified by GT-CNN as class X (QT4).
The top-K ingest index is a mapping between the object classes and the clusters. In particular, we create a mapping from each object class to the clusters with top K matching object classes. Separately, we store the mapping between clusters and their corresponding objects and frames. The structure of the index is:

\[
\text{object class} \rightarrow \langle \text{cluster ID} \rangle \\
\text{cluster ID} \rightarrow [\text{centroid object}, \langle \text{objects in cluster}, \langle \text{frame IDs} \rangle \rangle]
\]

We next explain how Focus' key techniques keep ingest cost and query latency low while also meeting the user-specified recall and precision targets.

1) **Top-K index via cheap ingesting:** Focus makes indexing at ingest-time cheap by using compressed and specialized alternatives of the GT-CNN for each video stream. Compression of CNNs [34,42,48,78] uses fewer convolutional layers and other approximations (§2.1), while specialization of CNNs [43,75] uses the observation that a specific video stream contains only a small number of object classes and their appearance is more constrained than in a generic video (§2.2.2). Both optimizations are done automatically by Focus and together result in ingest-time CNNs that are up to 96× cheaper than the GT-CNN.

The cheap ingest-time CNNs are less accurate, i.e., their top-most results often do not match the top-most classifications of GT-CNN. Therefore, to improve recall, Focus associates each object with the top-K classification results of the cheap CNN, instead of only its top-most result. Increasing K increases recall because the top-most result of GT-CNN often falls within the top-K results. At query-time, Focus uses the GT-CNN to remove objects in this larger set that do not match the class, to regain the precision lost by including the top-K.

2) **Clustering similar objects.** A high value of K at ingest-time increases the work done at query time, thereby increasing query latency. To reduce this overhead, Focus clusters similar objects at ingest-time using feature vectors from the cheap ingest-time CNN (§2.2.3). In each cluster, at query-time, we run only the cluster centroid through GT-CNN and apply the classified result from the GT-CNN to all objects in the cluster. Thus, a tight clustering of objects is crucial for high precision and recall.

3) **Trading off ingest vs. query costs.** Focus automatically chooses the ingest CNN, its K, and specialization and clustering parameters to achieve the desired precision and recall targets. These choices also help Focus trade off between the work done at ingest-time and query-time. For instance, to save ingest work, Focus can select a cheaper ingest-time CNN, and then counteract the resultant loss in recall by using a higher K and running the expensive GT-CNN on more objects at query time. Focus chooses its parameters so as to offer a sharp improvement in one of the two costs for a small degradation in the other cost. Because the desired trade-off point is application-dependent, Focus provides users with options: “ingest-optimized”, “query-optimized”, and “balanced” (the default). Figure 1 (§1) presents an example result.

4. Video Ingest & Querying Techniques

We describe the main techniques used in Focus: constructing approximate indexes with cheap CNNs at ingest-time (§4.1), specializing the CNNs to the specific videos (§4.2), and identifying similar objects and frames to save on redundant CNN processing (§4.3). §4.4 describes how Focus flexibly trades off ingest cost and query latency.

4.1. Approximate Index via Cheap Ingest

Focus indexes the live videos at ingest-time to reduce the query-time latency. We detect and classify the objects within the frames of the live videos using ingest-time CNNs that are far cheaper than the ground-truth GT-CNN. We use these classifications to index objects by class.

**Cheap ingest-time CNN.** As noted earlier, the user provides Focus with a GT-CNN. Optionally, the user can also provide other CNN architectures to be used in Focus' search for cheap CNNs. Examples include object detector CNNs (which vary in their resource costs and accuracies) like YOLO [68] and Faster RCNN [69] that jointly detect the objects in a frame and classify them. Alternatively, objects can be detected separately using relatively inexpensive techniques like background subtraction [28], which are well-suited for static cameras, as in surveillance or traffic installations, and then the detected objects can be classified using object classification CNN architectures.
such as ResNet [45], AlexNet [53] and VGG [78].

Starting from these user-provided CNNs, Focus applies various levels of compression, such as removing convolutional layers and reducing the input image resolution (§2.1). This results in a large set of CNN options for ingest, \{CheapCNN\_1, ..., CheapCNN\_n\}, with a wide range of costs and accuracies, out of which Focus picks its ingest-time CNN, CheapCNN\_ingest.

**Top-K Ingest Index.** To keep recall high, Focus indexes each object using the top K object classes from the output of CheapCNN\_ingest, instead of using just the top-most class. Recall from §2.1 that the output of the CNN is a list of classes for each object in descending order of confidence. We make the following empirical observation: the top-most output of the expensive GT-CNN for an object is often contained within the top-K classes output by the cheap CNN, for a small value of K.

Figure 5 demonstrates the above observation by plotting the effect of K on recall on one of our video streams from a static camera, lausanne (see §6.1). We explore many cheaper ResNet18 [45] models by removing one layer at a time with various input image sizes. The trend is the same among the CNNs we explore so we present three models for clarity: ResNet18, and ResNet18 with 4 and 6 layers removed; correspondingly to each model, the input images were rescaled to 224, 112, and 56 pixels, respectively. These models were also specialized to the video stream (more in §4.2). We make two observations.

![Recall vs Number of selected results (K)](image)

**Figure 5: Effect of K on the recall of three cheap classifier CNNs to classify the detected objects.** Recall is measured relative to the results of the GT-CNN, YOLOv2 [68].

First, we observe steady increase in recall with increasing K, for all three CheapCNNs. As the figure shows, all the cheap CNNs reach \( \geq 99\% \) recall when K \( \geq 4 \). Note that all these models recognize 80 classes, so K = 4 represents only 5% of the possible classes. Second, there is a trade-off between different models – typically, the cheaper they are, the lower their recall with the same K. However, we can compensate for the loss in recall in cheaper models using a larger K to reach a certain recall value. Overall, we conclude that by selecting the appropriate model and K, Focus can achieve the target recall.

**Achieving precision.** Focus creates the top-K index from the top-K classes output by CheapCNN\_ingest for every object at ingest-time. While filtering for objects of the queried class X using the top-K index (with the appropriate K) will have a high recall, this will lead to very low precision. Because we associate each object with K classes (while it has only one true class), the average precision is only \( 1/K \). Thus, at query time, to improve precision, Focus determines the actual class of objects from the top-K index using the expensive GT-CNN and returns only the objects that match the queried class X.

**Skipping GT-CNN for high-confidence indexes.** Focus records the prediction confidence along with the top-K results by CheapCNN\_ingest. The system can skip invoking GT-CNN for the indexes with prediction confidence higher than a chosen threshold (Skip\_p\_t). Not invoking GT-CNN for these indexes can cause precision to fall if the threshold is too low. Hence, this parameter needs to be carefully selected to retain high precision.

**Parameter selection.** The selection of the cheap ingest-time CNN model (CheapCNN\_ingest) and the K value (for the top-K results) has a significant influence on the recall of the output produced. Lower values of K reduce recall, i.e., Focus will miss frames that contain the queried objects. At the same time, higher values of K increase the number of objects to classify with GT-CNN at query time, and hence adds to the latency. §4.4 describes how Focus sets these parameters because they have to be jointly set with other parameters described in §4.2 and §4.3.

### 4.2. Video-specific Specialization of Ingest CNN

To further reduce the ingest cost, Focus specializes the ingest-time CNN model to each video stream. As §2.1 describes, model specialization [43] reduces cost by simplifying the task of CNNs. Specifically, model specialization takes advantage of two characteristics in real-world videos. First, most video streams have a limited set of object classes (§2.2.2). Second, objects in a specific stream are often visually more constrained than objects in general (say, in the COCO [60] dataset). The cars and buses that occur in a specific traffic camera have much less variability, e.g., they have very similar angle, distortion and size, compared to a generic set of vehicle images. Thus, classifying objects from a specific camera is a much simpler task than doing so from all cameras, resulting in cheaper ingest-time CNNs.

While specializing CNNs to specific videos has been attempted in computer vision research (e.g., [43, 75]), we explain its two key implications within Focus.

1) **Lower K values.** Because the specialized CNN classifies across fewer classes, they are more accurate, which enables Focus to achieve the desired recall with a much smaller K (for the top-K ingest index). We find that spe-
cialized models can usually use $K \leq 4$ (Figure 5), much smaller compared to the typical $K$ needed for generic cheap CNNs. A smaller $K$ translates to fewer objects that have to be classified by GT-CNN at query time, thus reducing latency.

### 2) Most frequent classes.

On each video stream, Focus periodically obtains a small sample of video frames and classifies their objects using GT-CNN to estimate the ground truth of the distribution of object classes for the video (similar to Figure 3). From this distribution, Focus selects the most frequently occurring $L_s$ object classes to retrain new specialized models. Because just a handful of classes often account for a dominant majority of the objects (§2.2.2), low values of $L_s$ usually suffice.

While Focus specializes the CNN towards the most frequently occurring $L_s$ classes, we also want to support querying of the less frequent classes. For this purpose, Focus includes an additional class called “OTHER” in the specialized model. Being classified as OTHER simply means not being one of the $L_s$ classes. At query time, if the queried class is among the OTHER classes of the ingest CNN’s index, Focus extracts all the clusters that match the OTHER class and classifies their centroids through the GT-CNN model.

The parameter $L_s$ (for each video stream) exposes the following trade-off. Using a small $L_s$ enables us to train a simpler model with cheaper ingest cost and lower query-time latency for the popular classes, but it also leads to a larger fraction of objects falling in the OTHER class. As a result, querying for the OTHER class will be expensive because all those objects will have to be classified by the GT-CNN. Using a larger value of $L_s$, on the other hand, leads to more expensive ingest and query-time models, but cheaper querying for the OTHER classes. We select $L_s$ in §4.4.

### 4.3. Redundant Object Elimination

At query time, Focus retrieves the objects likely matching the user-specified class from the top-$K$ index and infers their actual class using the GT-CNN. This ensures precision of 100%, but could cause significant latency at query time. Even if this inference were parallelized across many GPUs, it would incur a large cost. Focus uses the following observation to reduce this cost: if two objects are visually similar, their feature vectors are also similar and they would likely be classified as the same class (e.g., cars) by the GT-CNN model (§2.2.3).

Focus clusters objects that are similar, invokes the expensive GT-CNN only on the cluster centroids, and assigns the centroid’s label to all objects in each cluster. Doing so dramatically reduces the work done by the GT-CNN classifier at query time. Focus uses the feature vector output by the previous-to-last layer of the cheap ingest CNN (see §2.1) for clustering. Note that Focus clusters the objects in the frames and not the frames as a whole.

The key questions regarding clustering are how we cluster and when we cluster. We discuss both below.

#### Clustering Heuristic

We require two properties in our clustering technique. First, given the high volume of video data, it should be a single-pass algorithm to keep the overhead low, unlike most clustering algorithms, which are quadratic complexity. Second, it should make no assumption on the number of clusters and adapt to outliers in data points on the fly. Given these requirements, we use the following simple approach for incremental clustering, which has been well-studied in the literature [30, 65].

We put the first object into the first cluster $c_1$. To cluster a new object $i$ with a feature vector $f_i$, we assign it to the closest cluster $c_j$ if $c_j$ is at most distance $T$ away from $f_i$, where $T$ is a distance threshold. However, if none of the clusters are within a distance $T$, we create a new cluster with centroid at $f_i$. We measure distance as the $L_2$ norm [9] between the cluster centroid feature vector and the object feature vector $f_i$. To bound the time complexity for clustering, we keep the number of clusters actively being updated at a constant $C$. We do this by sealing the smallest cluster when the number of clusters hits $C + 1$, but we keep growing the popular clusters (such as similar cars). This maintains the complexity as $O(Cn)$, which is linear in $n$, the total number of objects. The value of $C$ has a very minor impact on our evaluation results, and we set $C$ as 100 in our evaluations.

Clustering can reduce precision and recall depending on the parameter $T$. If the centroid is classified by GT-CNN as the queried class $X$ but the cluster contains another object class, it reduces precision. If the centroid is classified as a class different than $X$ but the cluster contains another object class, it reduces precision. If the centroid is classified as a class different than $X$ but the cluster contains another object class, it reduces precision. If the centroid is classified as a class different than $X$ but the cluster contains another object class, it reduces precision. If the centroid is classified as a class different than $X$ but the cluster contains another object class, it reduces precision. If the centroid is classified as a class different than $X$ but the cluster contains another object class, it reduces precision.

#### Clustering at Ingest vs. Query Time.

Focus clusters the objects at ingest-time rather than at query-time. Clustering at query-time would involve storing all feature vectors, loading them for objects filtered from the ingest index and then clustering them. Instead, clustering at ingest time creates clusters right when the feature vectors are created and stores only the cluster centroids in the top-$K$ index. This makes the query-time latency much lower and also reduces the size of the top-$K$ index. We observe that the ordering of indexing and clustering operations is mostly commutative in practice and has little impact.

---

2 Specialized CNNs can be retrained quickly on a small dataset. Retraining is relatively infrequent and done once every few days. Also, because there will be considerably fewer objects in the video belonging to the OTHER class, we proportionally re-weight the training data to contain equal number of objects of all the classes.

3 Recall from §4.1 that Focus’ ingest process either (i) employs an object detector CNN (e.g., YOLO) that jointly detects and classifies objects in a frame; or (ii) detects objects with background subtraction and then classifies objects with a classifier CNN (e.g., ResNet). Regardless, we obtain the feature vector from the CNNs for each object in the frame.
on recall and precision (we do not present these results due to space constraints). We therefore use ingest-time clustering due to its latency and storage benefits.

4.4. Trading off Ingest Cost and Query Latency

Focus’ goals of high recall/precision, low ingest cost and low query latency are affected by its parameters: (i) $K$, the number of top results from the ingest-time CNN to index an object; (ii) $L_s$, the number of popular object classes we use to create a specialized model; (iii) CheapCNN$_i$, the specialized ingest-time cheap CNN; (iv) Skip$_b$, the confidence threshold to skip invoking GT-CNN; and (v) $T$, the distance threshold for clustering objects.

**Viable Parameter Choices.** Focus first prunes the parameter choices to only those that meet the desired precision and recall targets. Among the five parameters, four parameters ($K$, $L_s$, CheapCNN$_i$, and $T$) impact recall; only $T$ and Skip$_b$ impact precision. Focus samples a representative fraction of the video stream and classifies them using GT-CNN for the ground truth. Next, for each combination of parameter values, Focus computes the precision and recall (relative to GT-CNN’s outputs) achievable for each of the object classes, and selects only those combinations that meet the precision and recall targets.

Among the viable parameter choices that meet the precision and recall targets, Focus balances ingest- and query-time costs. For example, picking a more accurate CheapCNN$_{ingest}$ will have higher ingest cost, but lower query cost because we can use a smaller $K$. Using a less accurate CheapCNN$_{ingest}$ will have the opposite effect.

**Pareto Boundary.** Focus identifies “intelligent defaults” that sharply improve one of the costs for a small worsening of the other cost. Figure 6 illustrates the trade-off between ingest cost and query latency for one of our video streams. The figure plots all the viable “configurations” (i.e., parameter choices that meet the precision and recall targets) based on their ingest cost (i.e., cost of CheapCNN$_{ingest}$) and query latency (i.e., the number of clusters that need to be checked at query time according to $K$, $L_s$, $T$ and Skip$_b$).

We first extract the Pareto boundary [7], which is defined as the set of configurations among which we cannot improve one of the metrics without worsening the other. For example, in Figure 6 the yellow triangles are not Pareto optimal when compared to the points on the dashed line. Focus can discard all non-Pareto configurations because at least one point on the Pareto boundary is better than all non-Pareto points in both metrics.

**Tradeoff Policies.** Focus balances ingest cost and query latency (Balance in Figure 6) by selecting the configuration that minimizes the sum of ingest cost and query latency. We measure ingest cost as the compute cycles taken to ingest the video and query latency as the average time (or cycles) required to query the video on the object classes that are recognizable by the ingest latency. By default, Focus chooses a Balance policy that equally weighs ingest cost and query latency. Users can also provide any other weighted function to optimize their goal.

Focus also allows for other configurations based on the application’s preferences and query rates. Opt-Ingest minimizes the ingest cost and is applicable when the application expects most of the video streams to not get queried (such as surveillance cameras), as this policy minimizes the amount of wasted ingest work. On the other hand, Opt-Query minimizes query latency but incurs a larger ingest cost. More complex policies can be easily implemented by changing how the query latency cost and ingest cost are weighted in our cost function. Such flexibility enables Focus to fit a number of applications.

5. Implementation

Because Focus targets large video datasets, a key requirement of Focus’ implementation is the ability to scale and distribute computation across many machines. To this end, we implement Focus as three loosely-coupled modules which handle each of its three key tasks. Figure 7 presents the architecture and the three key modules of Focus: the ingest processor (M1), the stream tuner (M2), and the query processor (M3). These modules can be flexibly deployed on different machines based on the video dataset size and the available hardware resources (such as GPUs). We describe each module in turn.

5.1. Ingest Processor

Focus’ ingest processor (M1) generates the approximate index (§L.1) for the input video stream. The work is distributed across many machines, with each machine running one worker process for each video stream’s ingestion. An ingest processor handles its input video stream with a four-stage pipeline: (i) extracting the moving objects from the video frames (IP$_1$ in Figure 7), (ii) inferring the top-$K$ indexes and the feature vectors of all detected objects with the ingest-time CNN (IP$_2$ in Figure 7, §L.1).
We use background subtraction for static cameras because (§4.4). Whenever executed, the stream tuner: (i) generates (fixed-angle) and moving cameras. For static cameras, we (iii) using the feature vector to cluster objects (IP3 in Figure 7), and (iv) storing the top-K indexes of centroid objects in a database for efficient retrieval at query time.

An ingest processor is configured differently for static (fixed-angle) and moving cameras. For static cameras, we extract object boxes by subtracting each video frame from the background frame, which is obtained by averaging the frames in each hour of the video. We then index each object box with an ingest-time object classifier CNN. We accelerate the background subtraction with GPUs [14].

We use background subtraction for static cameras because running background subtraction with a cheap object classifier is much faster than running an ingest-time object detector CNN, and we find that both approaches have almost the same accuracy in detecting objects in static cameras. Hence, we choose the cheaper ingest option.

For moving cameras, we use a cheap, ingest-time object detector CNN (e.g., Tiny YOLO [68]) to generate the approximate indexes. We choose the object detection threshold (the threshold to determine if a box has an object) for the object detector CNN such that we do not miss objects in GT-CNN while minimizing spurious objects.

5.2. Stream Tuner

The stream tuner (M2) determines the ingest-time CNN and Focus’ parameters for each video stream (§4.4). It takes four inputs: the sampled frames/objects, the GT-CNN, the desired accuracy relative to the GT-CNN, and the tradeoff policy between ingest cost and query latency (§4.4). Whenever executed, the stream tuner: (i) generates the ground truth of the sampled frames/objects with the GT-CNN; (ii) trains specialized ingest-time CNNs based on the ground truth (ST1 in Figure 7); and (iii) selects the ingest-time CNN and Focus’ parameters (ST2 in Figure 7).

Focus executes the stream tuner for each video stream before launching the corresponding ingest processor. As the characteristics of video streams may change over time, Focus periodically launches the stream tuner to validate the accuracy of the selected parameters on sampled frames. The ingest-time CNN and the system parameters are re-tuned if necessary to meet the accuracy targets.

5.3. Query Processor

The task of the query processor is to return the video frames that contain the user’s queried object class. In response to a user query for class X, the query processor first retrieves the centroid objects with matching approximate indexes (QP1 in Figure 7), and then uses the GT-CNN to determine the frames that do contain object class X (QP2 in Figure 7). The GT-CNN evaluation can be easily distributed across many machines, if needed.

We employ two optimizations to reduce the overhead of GT-CNN evaluation. First, we skip the GT-CNN evaluation for high-confidence indexes (§4.1). Second, we apply a query-specialized binary classifier [51] on the frames that need to be checked before invoking the GT-CNN. These two optimizations make the query processor more efficient by not running GT-CNN on all candidate centroid objects.

6. Evaluation

We evaluate our Focus prototype with more than 160 hours of videos from 14 real video streams that span traffic cameras, surveillance cameras, and news channels. Our main results are:

- Focus is simultaneously 48× cheaper on average (up to 92×) than the Ingest-heavy baseline in processing videos and 125× faster on average (up to 607×) than NoScope [51] in query latency — all the while achieving at least 99% precision and recall (§6.2, §6.3).
- Focus provides a rich trade-off space between ingest cost and query latency. If a user wants to optimize for ingest cost, Focus is 65× cheaper on average (up to 96×) than the Ingest-heavy baseline, while reducing query latency by 100× on average. If the goal is to optimize for query latency, Focus can achieve 202× (up to 698×) faster queries than NoScope with 53× cheaper ingest. (§6.4).
**Table 1: Video dataset characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>auburn_c</td>
<td>A commercial area intersection in the City of Auburn [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>auburn_r</td>
<td>A residential area intersection in the City of Auburn [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>bellevue_d</td>
<td>A downtown intersection in the City of Bellevue. The video streams are obtained from city traffic cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>bellevue_r</td>
<td>A residential area intersection in the City of Bellevue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>bend</td>
<td>A road-side camera in the City of Bend [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>jackson_h</td>
<td>A busy intersection in Jackson Hole [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>jackson_ts</td>
<td>The video is downloaded from the NoScope project website [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>coral</td>
<td>An aquarium video downloaded from the NoScope project website [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>lausanne</td>
<td>A pedestrian plaza (Place de la Falode) in Lausanne [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>oxford</td>
<td>A bookshop street in the University of Oxford [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>sittard</td>
<td>A market square in Sittard [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>Moving</td>
<td>nbc</td>
<td>News channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moving</td>
<td>foxnews</td>
<td>News channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moving</td>
<td>msnbc</td>
<td>News channel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. Methodology

**Software Tools.** We use OpenCV 3.4.0 [13] to decode the videos into frames, and we feed the frames to our evaluated systems, Focus and NoScope. Focus runs and trains CNNs with Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit 2.4 [64], an open-source deep learning system. Our ingest processor (§5.1) stores the approximate index in MongoDB [11] for efficient retrieval at query time.

**Video Datasets.** We evaluate 14 video streams that span across traffic cameras, surveillance cameras, and news channels. We record each video stream for 12 hours to cover both day time and night time. Table 1 summarizes the video characteristics. We strengthen our evaluation by including down sampling (or frame skipping), one of the most straightforward approaches to reduce ingest cost and query latency, into our evaluation baseline. Specifically, as the vast majority of objects show up for at least one second in our evaluated videos, we evaluate each video at 1 fps instead of 30 fps. We find that the object detection results at these two frame rates are almost the same. Each video is split evenly into a *training set* and a *test set*. The training set is used to train video-specialized CNNs and select system parameters. We then evaluate the systems with the test set. In some figures, we show results for only eight representative videos to improve legibility.

**Accuracy Target.** We use YOLOv2 [68], a state-of-the-art object detector CNN, as our ground-truth CNN (GT-CNN); all objects detected by GT-CNN are considered to be the correct answers. For each query, our default accuracy target is 99% recall and precision. To avoid over-fitting, we use the *training set* of each video to explore system parameters with various recall/precision targets (i.e., 100%–95% with a 0.5% step), and we report the best system parameters that can actually achieve the recall/precision target on the *test set*. We also evaluate other recall/precision targets such as 97% and 95% (§6.5).

**Baselines.** We use baselines at two ends of the design spectrum: (1) Ingest-heavy, the baseline system that uses GT-CNN to analyze all frames at ingest time, and stores the results as an index for query; and (2) NoScope, a recent state-of-the-art querying system [51] that analyzes frames for the queried object class at query time. We also use a third baseline, Ingest-NoScope that uses NoScope’s techniques at ingest time. Specifically, Ingest-NoScope runs the binary classifiers of NoScope for all possible classes at *ingest time*, invokes GT-CNN if any of the binary classifiers cannot produce a high-confidence result, and stores the results as an index for query. To further strengthen the baselines, we augment all baseline systems with background subtraction, thus eliminating frames with no motion. As Focus is in the middle of the design spectrum, we compare Focus’ ingest cost with Ingest-heavy and Ingest-NoScope, and we compare Focus’ query latency with NoScope.

**Metrics.** We use two performance metrics. The first metric is *ingest cost*, the end-to-end machine time to ingest each video. The second metric is *query latency*, the end-to-end latency for an object class query. Specifically, for each video stream, we evaluate the object classes that collectively make up 95% of the detected objects in GT-CNN. We report the average query latency on these object classes. We do not evaluate the bottom 5% classes because they are often random erroneous results in GT-CNN (e.g., “broccoli” or “orange” in a traffic camera).

Both metrics include the time spent on all processing stages, such as detecting objects with background subtraction, running CNNs, clustering, reading and writing to the approximate index, etc. Similar to prior work [51, 68], we report the end-to-end execution time of each system while excluding the video decoding time, as the decoding time can be easily accelerated with GPUs or accelerators.

**Experimental Platform.** We run the experiments on Standard_NC6s_v2 instances on the Azure cloud. Each instance is equipped with a high-end GPU (NVidia Tesla P100), 6-core Intel Xeon CPU (E5-2690), 112 GB RAM, a 10 GbE NIC, and runs 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.

6.2. End-to-End Performance

**Static Cameras.** We first show the end-to-end performance of Focus on static cameras when Focus aims to balance these two metrics (§6.4). Figure 8 compares the ingest cost of Focus and Ingest-NoScope with Ingest-heavy and the query latency of Focus with NoScope. We make three main observations.

---

4We do not use the latest YOLOv3 or other object detector CNN such as FPN [59] as our GT-CNN because one of our baseline systems, NoScope, comes with the YOLOv2 code. Fundamentally, there is no restriction on the selection of GT-CNN for Focus.
First, Focus significantly improves query latency with a very small cost at ingest time. Focus achieves $162 \times$ speedup (on average) in query latency over NoScope with a very small ingest cost ($57 \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy, on average), all the while retaining 99% recall and precision (not shown). Focus achieves two orders of magnitude speedup over NoScope because: (i) the ingest-time approximate indexing drastically narrows down the frames that need to be checked at query time; and (ii) the feature-based clustering further reduces the redundant work. In contrast, NoScope needs to go through all the frames at query time, which is especially inefficient for the object classes that appear infrequently. We conclude that Focus’ architecture provides a valuable trade-off between ingest cost and query latency.

Second, directly applying NoScope’s techniques at ingest time (Ingest-NoScope) does not save much cost over Ingest-heavy. There are two reasons for this: (1) While each binary classifier is relatively cheap, running multiple instances of binary classifiers (for all possible object classes) imposes non-trivial cost. (2) The system needs to invoke GT-CNN when any one of the binary classifiers cannot derive the correct answer. As a result, GT-CNN is invoked for most frames. Hence, the ingest cost of Focus is much cheaper than both, Ingest-heavy and Ingest-NoScope. This is because Focus’ architecture only needs to construct the approximate index at ingest time which can be done cheaply with an ingest-time CNN.

Third, Focus is effective across videos with varying characteristics. It makes queries $46 \times$ to $622 \times$ faster than NoScope with a very small ingest cost ($35 \times$ to $92 \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy) among busy intersections (auburn_c, bellevue_d, and jackson_h), normal intersections (auburn_r, bellevue_r, bend), a night street (jackson_ts), busy plazas (lausanne and sittard), a university street (oxford), and an aquarium (coral). The gains in query latency are smaller for some videos (auburn_r, bellevue_r, bend, and jackson_ts). This is because Focus’ ingest CNN is less accurate on these videos, and Focus selects more conservative parameters (e.g., a larger $K$ such as $4 \times 5$ instead of $1 \times 2$) to attain the recall/precision targets. As a result, there is more work at query time for these videos. Nonetheless, Focus still achieves at least $40 \times$ speedup over NoScope in query latency. We conclude that the core techniques of Focus are general and effective on a variety of real-world videos.

**Moving Cameras.** We evaluate the applicability of Focus on moving cameras using three news channel video streams. These news videos were recorded with moving cameras and they change scenes between different news segments. For moving cameras, we use a cheap object detector (Tiny YOLO, which is $5 \times$ faster than YOLOv2 for the same input image size) as our ingest-time CNN. Figure 9 shows the end-to-end performance of Focus on moving cameras.

As the figure shows, Focus is effective in reducing query latency with only a modest ingest cost. Focus achieves a $49 \times$ speedup in query latency on average over NoScope, with ingest cost that is $5 \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy. We make two main observations. First, the ingest cost improvements on moving cameras ($5 \times$) is lower than the ones on static cameras ($57 \times$). This is because moving cameras require a detector CNN to detect objects, and it is more costly to run a cheap object detector (like Tiny YOLO) as opposed to using background subtraction to detect the objects and then classifying them using a cheap classifier CNN (like compressed ResNet18). Our design, however, does not preclude using much cheaper detectors than Tiny YOLO, and we can further reduce the ingest cost of moving cameras by exploring even cheaper object detector CNNs. Second, Focus’ techniques are very effective in reducing query latency on moving cameras. The approximate index generated by a cheap detector CNN significantly narrows down the frames that need to be
checked at query time. We conclude that the techniques of Focus are general and can be applied to a wide range of object detection CNNs and camera types.

Averaging over both static and moving cameras, Focus’ ingest cost is $48 \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy and its queries are $125 \times$ faster than NoScope.

We now take a deeper look at Focus’ performance using representative static cameras.

### 6.3. Effect of Different Focus Components

Figure 10 shows the breakdown of query latency gains for two core techniques of Focus: (1) Approximate indexing, which indexes each object with the top-K results of the ingest-time CNN, and (2) Approximate indexing + Clustering, which adds feature-based clustering at ingest time to reduce redundant work at query time. We show the results that achieve at least 99% recall and precision. We make two observations.

**Figure 10: Effect of different Focus components on query latency reduction**

First, approximate indexing is the major source of query latency improvement. This is because approximate indexing effectively eliminates irrelevant objects for each query and bypasses the query-time verification for high-confidence ingest predictions. As a result, only a small fraction of frames need to be resolved at query time. On average, approximate indexing alone is $114 \times$ faster than NoScope in query latency.

Second, clustering is a very effective technique to further reduce query latency. Using clustering (on top of approximate indexing) reduces the query latency by $195 \times$, significantly better than approximate indexing alone. We see that clustering is especially effective on surveillance videos (e.g., coral, lausanne, and oxford) because objects in these videos tend to stay longer in the camera (e.g., “person” on a plaza compared to “car” in traffic videos), and hence there is more redundancy in these videos. This gain comes with a negligible cost because we run our clustering algorithm ($\S$4.3) on the otherwise idle CPUs of the ingest machine while the GPUs run the ingest-time CNN model.

### 6.4. Ingest Cost vs. Query Latency Trade-off

One of the important features of Focus is the flexibility to tune its system parameters to achieve different application goals ($\S$4.4). Figure 11 (the zoom-in region of Figure 1) depicts three alternative settings for Focus that illustrate the trade-off space between ingest cost and query latency, using the oxford video stream: (1) Focus-Opt-Query, which optimizes for query latency by increasing ingest cost, (2) Focus-Balance, which is the default option that balances these two metrics ($\S$4.4), and (3): Focus-Opt-Ingest, which is the opposite of Focus-Opt-Query. The results are shown relative to the Ingest-heavy and NoScope baselines. Each data label $(I, Q)$ indicates its ingest cost is $I \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy, while its query latency is $Q \times$ faster than NoScope.

**Figure 11: Focus’ trade-off policies on an example video**

As Figure 11 shows, Focus offers very good options in the trade-off space between ingest cost and query latency. Focus-Opt-Ingest is $90 \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy, and makes the query $403 \times$ faster than a query-optimized system (NoScope). On the other hand, Focus-Opt-Query reduces query latency even more (by $698 \times$) but it is still $53 \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy. As these points in the design space are all good options compared to the baselines, such flexibility enables a user to tailor Focus for different contexts. For example, a camera that requires fast turnaround time for queries can use Focus-Opt-Query, while a video stream that will be queried rarely would choose Focus-Opt-Ingest to reduce the amount of wasted ingest cost in exchange for longer query latencies.

Figure 12 shows the $(I, Q)$ values for both Focus-Opt-Ingest (Opt-I) and Focus-Opt-Query (Opt-Q) for the representative videos. As the figure shows, the flexibility to make different trade-offs exists in most other videos. On average, Focus-Opt-Ingest is $65 \times$ (up to $96 \times$) cheaper than Ingest-heavy in ingest cost while providing $100 \times$ (up to $443 \times$) faster queries. Focus-Opt-Query makes queries $202 \times$ (up to $698 \times$) faster with a higher ingest cost ($53 \times$ cheaper than Ingest-heavy). Note that there is no fundamental limitation on the spread between Focus-Opt-Query and Focus-Opt-Ingest as we can expand the search space for ingest-time CNNs to further optimize ingest cost at the expense of query latency (or vice versa). We conclude that Focus enables flexibly optimizing for ingest cost or query latency for application’s needs.
It is worth noting that the fraction of videos that get queried can affect the applicability of Focus, especially in the case where only a tiny fraction of videos gets queried. While Focus-Opt-Ingest can save the ingest cost by up to 96×, it can be more costly than any purely query-time-only solution if the fraction of videos that gets queried is less than $\frac{1}{96} \approx 1\%$. In such a case, a user can still use Focus to significantly reduce query latency, but the cost of Focus can be higher than query-time-only solutions.

### 6.5. Sensitivity to Recall/Precision Target

Figure 13 illustrates Focus’ reduction in query latency compared to the baselines under different recall/precision targets. Other than the default 99% recall and precision target, we evaluate both Focus and NoScope with two lower targets, 97% and 95%.

We observe that with lower accuracy targets, the query latency improvement decreases slightly for most videos, while the ingest cost improvement does not change much (not graphed). The ingest cost is not sensitive to the accuracy target because Focus still runs similar ingest CNNs. NoScope can however apply more aggressive query-time optimization to reduce query latency given lower accuracy targets. This decreases Focus’ improvement over NoScope for several videos. On average, Focus is faster than NoScope in query latency by 195×, 167×, and 169× with recall/precision of 99%, 97%, and 95%, respectively. We conclude that Focus’ techniques can achieve significant improvements on query latency, irrespective of recall/precision targets.

### 6.6. Sensitivity to Object Class Numbers

We use the 1000 object classes in the ImageNet dataset to study the sensitivity of Focus’ performance to the number of object classes (compared to the 80 default object classes in the COCO [60] dataset). Our result shows that Focus is 15× faster (on average) in query latency and 57× cheaper (on average) in ingest cost than the baseline systems, while achieving 99% recall and precision. We observe that the query latency improvements with 1000 object classes is lower than the ones with 80 object classes. The reason is that ingest-time CNNs are less accurate on more object classes, and we need to select a larger $K$ to achieve the target recall. Nonetheless, the improvements of Focus are robust with more object classes as Focus is over one order of magnitude faster than the baseline systems when differentiating 1000 object classes.

### 7. Other Applications

Applications that leverage CNNs to process large and continuously growing data share similar challenges as Focus. Examples of such applications are:

1) **Video and audio.** Other than querying for objects, many emerging video applications are also based on CNNs, such as event detection (e.g., [90]), emotion recognition (e.g., [49]), video classification (e.g., [52]), and face recognition (e.g., [74]). Audio applications such as speech recognition (e.g., [19]) are also based on CNNs.

2) **Bioinformatics and geoinformatics.** Many bioinformatics and geoinformatics systems leverage CNNs to process a large dataset, such as anomaly classification in biomedical imaging (e.g., [20, 72]), information decoding in biomedical signal recordings (e.g., [82]), and pattern recognition in satellite imagery (e.g., [20, 83]).

Naturally, these applications need to answer user-specified queries, such as “find all brain signal recordings with a particular perception” or “find all audio recordings with a particular keyword”. Supporting these queries faces similar challenges to Focus, as a system either: (i) generates a precise index at ingest time, which incurs high cost; or (ii) does most of the heavy-lifting at query time, which results in high query latency. Hence, Focus’ architecture offers a low-cost and low-latency option: building an approximate index with cheap CNNs at ingest time and generating precise results based on the approximate index at query time. While the indexing structure may need to be adapted to different applications, we believe Focus’ architecture and techniques can benefit many of these emerging applications.

### 8. Related Work

To our knowledge, Focus is the first system that offers low-cost and low-latency queries for CNN-based object detection in videos by effectively splitting query-processing work between ingest time and query time. We discuss key works related to our system.

1) **Cascaded classification.** Various works in vision research propose speeding up classification by cascading a
series of classifiers. Viola et al. \cite{88} is the earliest work that cascades a series of classifiers (from the simplest to the most complicated) to quickly disregard regions in an image. Many improvements follow (e.g., \cite{58,91,92}). CNNs are also cascaded (e.g., \cite{29,43,56,83}) to reduce object detection latency. Our work is different in two major ways. First, we \textit{decouple} the compressed CNN from the GT-CNN, which enables us to choose from a wider range of ingest-time CNNs and thus enables better trade-offs between ingest cost and query latency, a key aspect of our work. Second, we cluster similar objects using CNN features to eliminate redundant work, which is an effective technique for video streams.

2) \textbf{Context-specific model specialization.} Context-specific specialization of models can improve accuracy \cite{63} or speed up inference \cite{43,51,75}. Among these, the closest to our work is NoScope \cite{51}. NoScope optimizes for the specified class at query-time using lightweight binary classifiers. In contrast, Focus’ architecture splits work between ingest and query times, leading to two orders of magnitude lower latency \cite{86}. To achieve these gains, Focus uses techniques to index \textit{all possible classes} at ingest-time, and thus can handle any class that will get queried in the future. Focus’ indexing is especially effective for less frequent object classes, which is arguably of more interest for video querying systems.

3) \textbf{Stream processing systems.} Systems for general stream data processing (e.g., \cite{1,18,22,25,31,32,61,66,86,87,95}) and specific to video stream analytics (e.g., \cite{96}) mainly focus on general stream processing challenges such as load shedding, fault tolerance, distributed execution, or limited network bandwidth. In contrast, our work is specific to querying on recorded video data with ingest and query trade-offs, and, thus, mostly orthogonal. Focus could be integrated with one of these general stream processing systems.

4) \textbf{Video indexing and retrieval.} A large body of work in multimedia and information retrieval research proposes various content-based video indexing and retrieval techniques to facilitate queries on videos (e.g., \cite{46,55,80,81}). Among them, most works focus on indexing videos for different types of queries, such as shot boundary detection (e.g., \cite{24}), semantic video search (e.g., \cite{33,37,41}), video classification (e.g., \cite{27}), spatio-temporal information-based video retrieval (e.g., \cite{58,70}) or subsequence similarity search (e.g., \cite{76,97}). Some works (e.g., \cite{36,79}) focus on the query interface to enable querying by keywords, concepts, or examples. These works are largely orthogonal to our work because we focus on reducing \textit{cost and latency} of CNN-based video queries, not on creating an indexing structure for new query types or query interfaces. We believe our approach of splitting ingest-time and query-time work can be extended to many different types of video queries \cite{87}.

5) \textbf{Database indexing.} Using index structures to reduce query latency \cite{77} is a commonly-used technique in conventional databases (e.g., \cite{26,54}), key-value databases (e.g., \cite{62}), similarity search (e.g., \cite{39,40}), graph queries (e.g., \cite{93}), genome analysis (e.g., \cite{21,89}), and many others. Our Ingest-heavy and Ingest-NoScope baselines are also examples that index all video frames at ingest time. While queries are naturally faster with these baselines, they are too costly and are potentially wasteful for large-scale videos. In contrast, our work offers new trade-off options between ingest cost and query latency by creating low-cost approximate indexes at ingest time and retaining high accuracy with little work at query time.

9. \textbf{Conclusion}

Answering queries of the form, \textit{find me frames that contain objects of class X}, is an important workload on recorded video datasets. Such queries are used by analysts and investigators for various immediate purposes, and it is crucial to answer them with low latency and low cost. We present Focus, a system that flexibly divides the query processing work between ingest time and query time. Focus performs low-cost ingest-time analytics on live video that later facilitates low-latency queries on the recorded videos. At ingest time, Focus uses cheap CNNs to construct an \textit{approximate index} of all possible object classes in each frame to retain high recall. At query time, Focus leverages this approximate index to provide low latency, but compensates for the lower precision by judiciously using expensive CNNs. This architecture enables orders-of-magnitude faster queries with only a small investment at ingest time, and allows flexibly trading off ingest cost and query latency. Our evaluations using real-world videos from traffic, surveillance, and news domains show that Focus reduces ingest cost on average by 48× (up to 92×) and makes queries on average 125× (up to 607×) faster compared to state-of-the-art baselines. We conclude that Focus’ architecture and techniques make it a highly practical and effective approach to querying large video datasets. We hope that the ideas and insights behind Focus can be applied to designing efficient systems for many other forms of querying on large and continuously-growing datasets in many domains, such as audio, bioinformatics, and geoinformatics.
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